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Abstract—For promising vision-based video coding on low-
quality data, this paper proposes a sparse spatio-temporal rep-
resentation with adaptive regularized dictionary learning and
develops a low bit-rate video coding scheme. In a reversed-
complexity Wyner–Ziv coding manner, it selects a subset of
key frames to code at original resolution, while the rest are
down sampled and reconstructed by a sparse spatio-temporal
approximation using key frames as a training dataset. Since
primitive patches (geometry) are of low dimensionality and can be
well learned from the primitive patches across frames in a scale
space, a video frame is divided into three layers: a primitive layer,
a nonprimitive coarse layer, and a nonprimitive smooth layer.
The multiscale differential feature representations are invertible
to facilitate reconstruction with dictionary learning, and the
target is formulated as an optimization problem by constructing
a sparse representation of 2-D patches and 3-D volumes over
adaptive regularized dictionaries, a set of 2-D subdictionary pairs
trained from primitive patches, and a 3-D dictionary trained
from nonprimitive volumes. Specifically, the nonprimitive layer
is constructed as volumes in to order keep it consistent along
the motion trajectory, which enables sparse representations over
a learned 3-D spatio-temporal dictionary. Through hierarchical
bidirectional motion estimation and adaptive overlapped block
motion compensation, the 3-D low-frequency and high-frequency
dictionary pair is designed by the K-SVD algorithm to update
the atoms for optimal sparse representation and convergence.
In reconstruction, the lost high-frequency information of the
down-sampled frames can be synthesized from the sparse spatio-
temporal representation over the adaptive regularized dictionar-
ies. Extensive experiments validate the compression efficiency of
the proposed scheme versus H.264/AVC in terms of both objective
and subjective comparisons.

Index Terms—Atom decomposition, dictionary learning,
primitive patch, sparse representation, video coding.

I. Introduction

INCREASINGLY, low-quality visual data from mobile
phones, digital cameras, and mobile TV noticeably stim-
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ulate a huge demand for video analysis and computer vision
techniques. There arises a big perspective on whether more
disruptive techniques can provide substantial gains. An impres-
sive observation for video coding is to establish a certain cor-
relation between a sampled low-resolution version and high-
resolution contents [1], [2]. For example, scalable video coding
maintains the spatial capability through down-sampling and
interlayer prediction with up-sampling. However, the coding
burden is dominated by a rigid partition between the encoder
(heavy) and decoder (light). It would constrain the ubiquitous
multimedia access for increasing mobile communication. Ever
since, distributed video coding (DVC) as a hopeful paradigm
motivated by shifting the computationally intensive prediction
at the encoder to the decoder accommodates requirements
of mobile camera phones and wireless sensor networks [3].
Theoretically, it is inspired by the lossy Wyner–Ziv source
coding theory where separate encoding of correlated sources
can approach the rate of joint entropy, provided joint de-
coding is executed with a known correlation [4]. Limited by
the estimation of correlated side information, practical DVC
schemes often have a considerable performance loss compared
to traditional H.264/AVC. It is noticeable that the 3-D sparse
representations could explore the spatio-temporal consistency
in a video sequence. In view of the fact that primitive patches
have more sparse representation structures over dictionary and
the nonprimitive volumes are consistent along the motion tra-
jectory in the temporal dimension and have little structural in-
formation, it makes more sparse representations over a learned
3-D spatio-temporal dictionary in video coding. Along with the
insight, it stimulates us to investigate sparse adaptive inverse
reconstruction with advanced regularity in a DVC manner.

Revisiting the traditional video coding schemes, e.g.,
H.264/AVC and the ongoing High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC), those focus on exploring redundancy among pixels
through intra- and interprediction [5]. As a matter of fact, more
prediction methods, e.g., inpainting-based prediction [6] and
texture prediction [7], have been noticed to achieve a better
performance, which infers a promising potential to synthesize
and hallucinate missing image contents with good perceptual
quality. A related approach using a texture analysis–synthesis
scheme was developed in [8], which reduces the entropy of
source information by clustering the homogeneous area into a
small patch that contains the epitome content of all associated
regions. Those can be treated in a unified manner under the
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framework of Markov random field (MRF) and optimization
algorithms, e.g., belief propagation (BP), are concerned as
an iterative solution. By now, the attempts to restore the
missing information have involved in various assistant side
information, e.g., edge [9] and assistant parameters [10]. To
maintain the temporal consistency of a video, a space–time
completion has ever been developed in a global optimization
sense [11], [12]. Despite claims of a bit-rate saving at similar
visual quality levels compared with the traditional H.264/AVC
codec, these methods failed to ensure pixel-wise fidelity.

Naturally, more attention has been paid to the possibility
of video reconstruction with state-of-the-art super-resolution
approaches where a correlation between a sparsely sampled
low-resolution version and high-frequency contents could be
estimated in a nonparametric sense. In essence, it could
be formulated as the procedure of reconstruction (interpola-
tion) from incomplete data. It can be broadly classified into
three categories: interpolation-based, reconstruction-based,
and learning-based. Interpolation-based methods are founded
on the assumption that the strong correlations within adjacent
pixels tend to blur discontinuities and edges. Reconstruction-
based methods introduce the prior knowledge as reconstruction
constraints when regularizing the super-resolution image [13],
[37], [38]. In [2], Shen et al. presented an example-based
super-resolution approach. It contains a set that consists of
nonadaptive low-resolution/high-resolution patch pairs to en-
hance the high-frequency detail in the reconstruction. Recently,
learning-base approaches have achieved the best reconstruction
results in the super-resolution task by inferring lost high-
frequency information from a learned co-occurrence prior
knowledge [14]. As in [15], an example-based learning strat-
egy was proposed where the low-resolution to high-resolution
prediction is learned via an MRF solved by BP. Sun et al.
[18] extended it by using the primal sketch priors to enhance
blurred edges, ridges, and corners. To overcome the deficiency
of synthesizing each high-resolution patch from only one
neighbor in the training set, [14] considered recovering the
sparse representation coefficients of each low-resolution patch
based on a dictionary composed of low-resolution patches.
The high-resolution patch is then reconstructed using the
recovered coefficients in terms of the corresponding high-
resolution dictionary. This method adaptively selects the most
relevant patches in the dictionary, which leads to a superior
performance. However, its dictionary is learned from randomly
chosen patches of arbitrary training images, which was effi-
cient only for input images of similar statistical features.

This paper proposes a low bit-rate video coding scheme
where sparse spatio-temporal representation over dictionary
learning provides effective nonparametric approaches to in-
verse problems. In a reversed-complexity Wyner–Ziv coding
manner, a subset of key frames are encoded at the original
resolution and serve as a set of training data at the decoder
side, while the remaining frames are coded at low resolu-
tion from down-sampling. It is recognized that the primitive
patches (geometry) are of low dimensionality and can be well
learned from the primitive patches across frames in a scale
space. The multiscale differential feature representations are
invertible to facilitate reconstruction with dictionary learning.

Specifically, a video frame is divided into three layers: a
primitive layer, a nonprimitive coarse layer, and a nonprimitive
smooth layer. The target is formulated as an optimization prob-
lem by constructing a sparse representation of 2-D patches and
3-D volumes over adaptive regularized dictionary learning: a
set of 2-D subdictionary pairs trained from primitive patches
and a 3-D dictionary trained from nonprimitive volumes. It is
worth mentioning that primitives may vary significantly across
frames or patches in a frame. We would learn various sets of
low-resolution or high-resolution subdictionary pairs from the
primitive patches of the key frames. The nonprimitive volumes
are supposed to be consistent along the motion trajectory with
little structure and could bear more sparse representations over
a learned 3-D spatio-temporal dictionary. Through hierarchical
bidirectional motion estimation and adaptive overlapped block
motion compensation, the 3-D low-frequency (LF) and high-
frequency (HF) dictionary pair is designed by the K-SVD
algorithm to update the atoms for optimal sparse representation
and convergence. In reconstruction, the lost high-frequency
information of the non-key frames can be synthesized from
the sparse spatio-temporal representation over the adaptive
regularized dictionaries. The final high-resolution frames can
be acquired by combining all the high-frequency frames and
low-frequency frames. Compared to H.264/AVC and other
super-resolution-based schemes, experimental results validate
that the proposed algorithm would not only ensures the visual
quality but also is competitive in rate-distortion performance,
e.g., rate-distortion and BD bitrate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
summarize all the abbreviations in Table I. Section II gives the
proposed learning framework for video coding. In Section III,
the design of the sparse spatio-temporal representation on
adaptive regularized dictionaries is presented with sufficient
discussion. Extensive experimental results are validated in
Section IV on both objective and visual quality. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

II. Learning Framework

The proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. Given a video
sequence Fh with group of pictures (GOP), it is decom-
posed into selected high-resolution (HR) key frames (KFs)
Xh and the down-sampled low-resolution (LR) non-key frames
(NKFs) Zl. The KFs and NKFs are both encoded and decoded
by a standardized H.264/AVC codec as X̂h and Ẑl. An HR
version of Ẑl (denoted by Ẑh) is recovered from X̂h, using
the learning-based super-resolution reconstruction.

As in [19] and [20], a frame is separated into two distinct
frequency bands: LF band and HF band in Fig. 2. The low-
frequency band is obtained by the down- and up-sampling
operators, and the high-frequency band is complementary to
the frequency response of the low-pass filter.

A. Incorporating the Sparse-Land Prior

The observed LR frame Zl is a blurred and down-sampled
version of the HR frame Xh: Zl = SHXh. Here, H represents
a blurring filter and S the down-sampling operator.
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Fig. 1. Proposed learning framework of sparse spatio-temporal representation for video coding.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the frequency bands division of a given frame.

Inspired by the basic assumption that each patch can be rep-
resented as a linear combination of a small subset of patches
(atoms) from a fixed dictionary [14], the super-resolution
reconstruction can be described as an energy minimization as

fImage({αi,j}i,j, Xh) = arg min
Xh,{αi,j}

{λ‖SHXh − Zl‖2
2 +∑

i,j

μi,j‖αij‖0 +
∑
i,j

‖Dhαi,j − Ri,jXh‖2
2} (1)

where Ri,j is a projection matrix that selects the (i, j)th patch
from Xh and αi,j is the sparse coefficient of the patch. The
first term demands a proximity between the measured image,
Zl, and its super-resolution (unknown) version Xh. The sparse
representation α appeals l0-norm optimization to keep the
number of coefficients for a patch small and the parameter μ

is to control the tradeoff between the representation error and
its sparsity. The third term desires that each patch from the
reconstructed frame (denoted by Ri,jXh) can be represented
up to a bounded error by an overcomplete dictionary Dh, with

coefficients αi,j . To minimize this function with respect to its
unknowns yields the super-resolution reconstruction algorithm.

In order to avoid complexities caused by different res-
olutions between Zl and Xh, we assume hereafter that Zl

is scaled up by a simple interpolation operator Q (e.g.,
bicubic interpolation) that fills in the missing rows or columns,
returning to the size of Xh. The scaled-up frame is denoted
by ZLF and it satisfies the relation

ZLF = QZl = QSHXh = LallXh. (2)

As shown in Fig. 2, the target is to recover X̂h from ZLF ,
which should be as close as possible to the original HR
frame Xh.

The proposed algorithm operates on patches extracted from
ZLF , aiming to estimate the corresponding patch from Xh.
Let Dh ∈ Rn×K be an overcomplete dictionary of K bases
(K > n) and suppose xi,j = Ri,jXh is a 2-D patch (of size√

n×√
n pixels) ordered lexicographically as a column vector.

It is assumed that xi,j can be represented sparsely over the
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Fig. 3. Learning phase of the proposed framework.

TABLE I

Abbreviation Table

Summary of Abbreviations and Model Parameters
HF High-frequency
LF Low-frequency
HR High-resolution
LR Low-resolution
KF Key frame

NKF Non-key frame
MCFI Motion-compensated frame interpolation

AOBMC Adaptive overlapped block motion compensation
Xh Key frame with high-resolution, X̂h is a coded version

XLF , XHF Scaled-up frame with LF and HF from Xh, respectively
Zl Nonkey frame with low-resolution, Ẑl is a coded version

ZLF Scaled-up frame with high-resolution from Zl

α = {αi,j} The sparse representation
Dh The overcomplete dictionary of a high-resolution frame

xi,j = Ri,jXh A 2-D (frame) patch ordered as a column vector
Ri,j,tXh A 3-D volume in time t and location [i, j]
{T i

l , T
i
h}i The i th 2-D subdictionary pairs

{TL, TH } The 3-D dictionary pair
{X̂L

LF }R A reference frame for learning 3-D dictionary
{X̂L

LF }
˜R

The predictor of a reference frame from MCFI

dictionary as xi,j = Dhαi,j , where ‖αi,j‖0 � n. Consider the
corresponding LR patch zi,j = Ri,jZLF = Ri,jL

allXh extracted
from ZLF in the same location. Since the operator Lall = QSH

transforms the complete HR frame Xh into the LR one ZLF ,
it can be assumed that zi,j = Lxi,j + v̂i,j , where L is a local
operator that is a portion of Lall and v̂i,j is the additive noise.
From xi,j = Dhαi,j , we get Lxi,j = LDhαi,j = zi,j − v̂i,j ,
implying that

‖zi,j − LDhαi,j‖2
2 ≤ ε. (3)

The key observation from the derivation is that the LR patch
zi,j can be represented by the same sparse vector αi,j over the
effective dictionary Dl = LDh, within a controlled error ε. It
implies that if we recover the sparse representation coefficients
of each LR patch base on an LR dictionary, the HR patch is

Fig. 5. Left: filter bank used for extracting frame primitives. Top right:
typical LF primitives extracted. Bottom right: corresponding HF primitives
extracted.

reconstructed using the recovered coefficients in terms of the
corresponding HR dictionary.

Although efforts have been made to learn a universal
dictionary from a set of training images, learning various sets
of LR/HR subdictionary pairs is recognized to be optimal and
efficient for sparsely coding all the possible patterns [13].
Different from [14] (SR with sparse representation) that uses
sparse representation prior on arbitrary image patches, we
further utilize 2-D sparse representation on patches located
only in a primitive layer.

B. Learning-Based Video Coding With Reconstruction

The proposed learning-based video coding scheme consists
of two critical phases: learning and synthesis.

1) Learning Phase: Different from the existing learning-
based super-resolution methods, two kinds of dictionaries, a set
of 2-D subdictionary pairs on primitive frame patches and a 3-
D dictionary on nonprimitive cubic volumes, are generated as
shown in Fig. 3. Taking the luminance component as an illus-
tration, the down-sampled version X̂L

l of the decoded KFs X̂L
h

is initially achieved. X̂L
LF that contain the LF component of X̂L

h

are attained by interpolating (e.g., bicubic interpolation) from
X̂L

l and classified into three layers: the primitive layer, the
nonprimitive coarse layer, and the nonprimitive smooth layer.
The HF part is acquired from the difference of X̂L

h and X̂L
LF .

The training sets of the 2-D subdictionaries are generated
from frame patches located in the primitive layer of the HF
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction phase of the proposed framework.

and their corresponding LF frames, and these primitive patches
are clustered into subsets to learn a set of subdictionary
pairs {T i

l , T
i
h}i, i = 1, 2, ..., K. The patches located in the

nonprimitive coarse layer are combined with the most matched
patches in the neighbor training frames to form 3-D cubic
volumes, and these cubic volumes would be adopted to learn
the 3-D dictionary pair {TL, TH }.

2) Synthesis Phase: As shown in Fig. 4, the input LR
NKFs Ẑl would be synthesized to generate the final HR frames
Ẑh in terms of both the 2-D subdictionaries ({T i

l , T
i
h}i) and the

3-D dictionaries ({TL, TH }). Initially, Ẑl is interpolated into
ẐLF that has the same size as X̂h. Once selecting the up-
sampled frame as ẐLFi

, its luminance component ẐL
LFi

is also
classified into three layers. For an LF patch in the primitive
layer of ẐL

LFi
, we synthesize its corresponding HF patch with

the aid of the optimal 2-D subdictionary pair {T i
l , T

i
h}. The LF

volumes located in the nonprimitive coarse layer are extracted
from ẐL

LFi
along the motion trajectory and the corresponding

HF volumes can be inferred from the 3-D dictionary pair
{TL, TH }. When all the HF patches and volumes are obtained,
both the primitive and the nonprimitive HF frames can be
generated, respectively. Hence, the HF frames ẐL

HFi
are formed

by combining the primitive and nonprimitive HF frames. In
sequence, the HR frames ẐL

hi
can be obtained by adding HF

frames to the corresponding LF ones. Finally, Ẑhi
will be

generated by combining the derived HR luminance frames
with the interpolated chrominance component.

III. Sparse Spatio-Temporal Representation on

Adaptive Regularized Dictionaries

As mentioned, the LF frames are classified into a prim-
itive layer, a nonprimitive coarse layer, and a nonprimitive

smoothness layer. Based on the decomposition, different kinds
of training data would be collected to learn two kinds of
dictionaries in alignment with adaptive reconstruction of the
HF frames.

A. Image Primitives-Based Decomposition

Revisiting the philosophy of vision perception, primitive
grouping is a critical operation to form meaningful entities
from an unstructured data set (gray-level values). In essence,
the visual system imposes organization on data and perceives
structures (e.g., edge) in images. In this context, a multiscale
representation is constructed to generate a family of derived
signals where the fine-scale information could be successively
suppressed. Moreover, artifacts cannot be introduced by the
smoothing transformation when going from a finer to a coarser
scale. For the scale-space structure, the notion of causality is
introduced to show that no new level curves could be created
when the scale parameter is increased. In other words, it should
always be possible to trace a gray-level value existing at a
certain level of scale to a similar gray-level at any finer level
of scale [16].

The majority of literature on sparse representation can be
categorized into two basic approaches: the analytic approach
and the learning-based approach. The analytic construction is
developed by dictionaries that are highly structured, referred
to implicit dictionaries, e.g., wavelets, curvelets, contourlets,
and bandelets. The learning-based approaches infer the
dictionary from a set of examples, where the dictionary is
represented as an explicit matrix. A training algorithm would
be exploited to adapt the matrix coefficients to the examples,
e.g., principal component analysis and the K-SVD [23], and
it is in favor of the much finer-tuned dictionaries. Image
primitives mainly consist of edge segments, bars, blobs, and
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Fig. 6. (a) LF frame (interpolated from LR frame). (b) Extracted primitive
frame. (c) Different layers after decomposition (the primitive layer, the
nonprimitive coarse layer, and the nonprimitive smooth layer are indicated
by black, white, and gray, respectively).

terminations, and can reflect the brightness changes [18], [20],
[21]. The geometry of images is usually characterized by these
features in a multiscale sense. It has not been clear whether
images can be recovered from these multiscale differential
components [17]; however, such representations are invertible
to facilitate reconstruction with dictionary learning. The
maximum response (MR) filter bank [39], Leung and Malik
filter bank [40], Cula and Dana filter bank [41], and Schmid
filter bank [42] are among the most studied and best known
recent texture analysis techniques. It was demonstrated that
the rotationally invariant multiscale maximum response filter
bank yields better results than all the others [43]. The MR filter
bank contains not only the Gaussian derivative filters to detect
edge, bar, and spot at multiple scales and orientations, but also
Gaussian kernel and Laplacian of Gaussian kernel filters to
detect and localize the smooth texture. The Gaussian derivative
filters are widely used to detect and localize the curved edges.
In this paper, the primitive patches are recognized as part of
a subclass, e.g., an edge, a ridge, or a corner with different
orientations and scales. All of these geometries are of low
dimensionality and can be well learned from patches across
frames in a scale-space. As in [18], we adopt the Gaussian
derivative filters [22] and record the maximum filter response

OEσ,θ = (I ∗ f odd
σ,θ )2 + (I ∗ f even

σ,θ )2 (4)

where f odd
σ,θ and f even

σ,θ are the first and second Gaussian
derivative filters at scale σ and orientation θ. As a result, a set
of linear Gaussian derivative filter outputs is obtained, then
the primitive layer is labeled by overlapping frame patches
along the primitives sketch and the remaining nonprimitive
layer is filtered by a high-pass filter. Fig. 5 illustrates some
typical primitive patch pairs, while the filter bank consists of
two scales and 16 orientations.

Fig. 6(b) shows the primitives extracted from the LF frame
in Fig. 6(a). Once the primitives frame is obtained, the
primitive layer is labeled by overlapping frame patches along
the primitives sketch. The remaining nonprimitive layer is
filtered by a high-pass filter. If a block contains sufficient HF
energy, it is labeled as a part of a nonprimitive coarse layer. As
Fig. 6(c), the nonprimitive coarse layer is distinguished from
the nonprimitive smooth layer.

B. Dictionary Learning

The nature image statistics [21] show that the intrinsic
dimensionality of its primitives is low, which implies that
image primitives have more sparse representation structures
over dictionary learned from primitive patches and makes it

possible to represent each primitive in natural images by a
small subdictionary of the similar structure feature.

1) Learning 2-D Subdictionaries on Primitive Frame
Patches: In order to learn a series of 2-D subdictionary pairs
{T i

l , T
i
h}i, i = 1, 2, ..., K, to represent the various local struc-

tures, a straightforward way is to concatenate the luminance
values of all pixels inside a primitive patch directly from X̂L

h

and X̂L
l to form an HR and a corresponding LR training set. In

this paper, we aim to strengthen the training on characterizing
the relationship between the LR patches (LF) and the primitive
elements within the corresponding HR patches (HF).

Suppose that M primitive patch pairs Fl = [f 1
l , f 2

l , ..., fM
l ]

and Fh = [f 1
h , f 2

h , ..., fM
h ] are collected from the primitive

layer of X̂L
LF and X̂L

HF . The target is to learn K subdictionary
pairs {T k

l , T k
h }k from {Fl, Fh} so that, for each given LF

primitive patch, the corresponding HF primitive patch can be
reconstructed from the selected most suitable subdictionary
pair. To achieve this, we cluster the dataset {Fl, Fh} into K

clusters and learn a subdictionary pair from each of the K

clusters. Apparently, the K clusters are expected to represent
the distinctive patterns in {Fl, Fh}. Considering that image
primitive mainly consists of step-edges, bars, corners, and
terminations of different orientations and scales, {Fl, Fh} is
divided into K clusters {Fk

l , Fk
h }k, k = 1, 2, ..., K in terms

of the orientations (16 orientations) and scales (three scales)
of primitive patches. The primitive patches with the same
orientation and scale would be classified into the same cluster.

Currently, the problem is how to learn a subdictionary pair
{T k

l , T k
h } from the cluster {Fk

l , Fk
h } such that all the atoms

in {Fk
l , Fk

h } can be sparsely and faithfully represented by
{T k

l , T k
h }. The design of {T k

l , T k
h } can be intuitively formulated

by
(Tk, �k) = arg min

Tk,�k

{‖Fk − Tk�k‖2
2 + λ‖|�k‖1} (5)

where

Fk =

[
Fk

l

Fk
h

]
Tk =

[
T k

l

T k
h

]
(6)

and �k is the representation coefficient matrix of Fk over Tk.
Equation (5) is an l1-regularized least-squares problem over
�k and an l2-constrained least-squares problem over Tk. This
l2 − l1 joint minimization problem of �k and Tk could be
iteratively optimized by alternatingly optimizing �k and Tk

when the other is fixed [23], [24].
In view of the fact that the K (l2 − l1) joint minimization in

(5) requires much computational cost, Fk might be regarded as
the final subdictionary Tk from the following considerations.
First, the computational cost of the sparse coding of a given
primitive patch over Fk is small enough because Fk is a subset
of {Fl, Fh}. Second, the intrinsic dimensionality of image
primitives is very low, so it is possible to represent all the
image primitives well by a small number of primitive examples
from the highly correlated training images [21]. Furthermore,
the manifolds of the feature spaces formed by the LF and the
HF primitive patches have similar local geometry, which allow
us to infer the HF primitive patch efficiently from the corre-
sponding LF one. It will be further validated in Section III-E.
Fig. 7 shows two examples of the learned 2-D subdictionary
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Fig. 7. Examples of the learned 2-D subdictionaries. The left column shows
two of the learned 2-D low-frequency subdictionaries and the right column
shows the corresponding 2-D high-frequency subdictionaries.

pairs and it can be obviously seen that different subdictionaries
consist of primitive patches at different scales and orientations.

2) Learning 3-D Dictionary on Nonprimitive Volumes
Along Motion Trajectory: Considering that the nonprimitive
volumes along the motion trajectory are consistent in the
temporal dimension, they are supposed to bear more sparse
representation structures over a learned 3-D dictionary. Hence,
the spatio-temporal consistency from incomplete visual pat-
terns can be better obtained by taking a 3-D spatio-temporal
dictionary into consideration [25].

Revisiting Section II-A, we extend it to a video sequence
by exploiting the temporal dimension. Let Xh and Zl represent
the original HR and down-sampled LR sequence, respectively.
With the index t in the range [1, T] for the time dimension, it
leads to a minimum error energy function as follows:

fAll
Video({αi,j,t}i,j,t, Xh, Dh) = arg min

Xh,{αi,j,t}
{λ‖SHXh − Zl‖2

2

+
∑
i,j

T∑
t=1

μi,j,t‖αi,j,t‖0 +
∑
i,j

T∑
t=1

‖Dhαi,j,t − Ri,j,tXh‖2
2}. (7)

The term Ri,j,tXh extracts a patch of a fixed size from the
volume Xh in time t and location [i, j]. However, training
a single dictionary to the entire sequence as Section III-B is
problematic: the scene in a video is supposed to change rapidly
over time and the dimension of the dictionary grows rapidly
with the increase of time space. An alternative solution is to
define a locally temporal penalty term. Given the extremely
correlated KFs and NKFs, we could learn a 3-D dictionary
from the KFs and decompose all the neighbor NKFs with
such a dictionary. Hence, Section III-B can be rewritten for a
reference KF as follows:

Fig. 8. K-SVD algorithm.

f r
Video({αi,j}i,j, Xr

h, D
r
h) = arg min

Xr
h,{αi,j}

{λ‖SHXr
h − Zr

l ‖2
2

+
∑
i,j

μi,j‖αi,j‖0 +
∑
i,j

‖Dr
hαi,j − Ri,j,rXh‖2

2} (8)

where Xr
h is a reference KF of a GOP. The learned dictionary

of the previous GOP can be propagated to the subsequent
GOP as the initial dictionary to reduce the number of training
iterations.

In order to get a more sparse representation of the sequence,
the volume is further generated along the motion trajectory by
block-matching based motion estimation

f r
Video({αi,j}i,j, Xr

h, D
r
h) = arg min

Xr
h,{αi,j}

{λ‖SHXr
h − Zr

l ‖2
2

+
∑
i,j

μi,j‖αi,j‖0 +
∑
i,j

‖Dr
hαij − Ri,j,rX̃h‖2

2} (9)

where X̃h is the motion-compensated estimator of Xh in
alignment with a reference key frame and RijrX̃h denotes
an extracted volume from Xh along the estimated motion
trajectory.

For every reference frame {X̂L
LF }R, we adopt a motion-

compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) approach to attain
the estimated reference frame (predictor) {X̂L

LF }
˜R according

to its preceding frames {X̂L
LF }P and following frames {X̂L

LF }B.
The LF volumes are extracted by concatenating the patches
located in the nonprimitive coarse layer of {X̂L

LF }R and the
corresponding patches from {X̂L

LF }
˜R, and thus the HF volumes

are similarly obtained. The detailed MCFI procedure will be
described in the next subsection.

Collecting all the LF and HF volumes could get the training
sets {FL, FH } of the 3-D dictionary pair {TL, TH }. Since
{FL, FH } are constructed by volumes in the nonprimitive
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Fig. 9. Learned 3-D dictionary pair, where K = 1024 atoms in the dictionary,
S = 6 atoms for each vector, and the iteration number 30 is set in the
K-SVD algorithm. (a) Learned LF 3-D dictionary. (b) Corresponding HF 3-D
dictionary.

layer that have little structure information, we would learn a
universal dictionary pair from them. Let FL = [f 1

l f 2
l · · · fp

l ]
be an n×P matrix of P training sets of length n pixels each,
we aim to train an overcomplete dictionary TL of size n × K

(P � K and K > n) for a given sparsity level S through the
K-SVD algorithm [23]

minTL,�‖FL − TL�‖2
F s.t. ∀i, ‖θi‖0 ≤ S (10)

where � = [θ1 θ2 · · · θp] and θi is the sparse vector of coeffi-
cients representing the ith volume in terms of the columns of
the dictionary TL = [t1

l t2
l · · · tKl ]. It is worth mentioning that

the Frobenius matrix norm ‖.‖F formulates a general definition
of a matrix norm and is compatible with the euclidean vector
norm. Using the dictionary learned from the previous GOP as
an initial dictionary, the K-SVD algorithm in Fig. 8 is adopted
to progressively optimize the expression.

Once obtaining the LF 3-D dictionary TL and the cor-
responding sparse representation coefficients matrix �, the
next task is to construct the HF 3-D dictionary TH . Recall
from Section II-A that recovering the HF training sets FH =
[f 1

h f 2
h · · · fP

h ] is approximated by FH ≈ TH�. In other words,
the sparse representation vector for a LF volume is multiplied
by the HF dictionary to recover the corresponding HF volume.
In this sense, the dictionary TH is constructed such that this
approximation is as exact as possible. Hence, this dictionary
is defined by minimizing the mean approximation error, that
is

TH = minTH
‖FH − TH�‖2

F . (11)

The solution is given by the following pseudo-inverse expres-
sion (given that � has full row rank):

TH = FH�+ = FH�T (��T )−1. (12)

Compared to the joint dictionary learning [14] and the coupled
dictionary learning [45], the 3-D dictionary learning in the
proposed scheme will enable a fast low-scale computation
with one half dimensionality. Fig. 9 shows an example of the
learned 3-D dictionary pairs.

C. Motion-Compensated Frame Interpolation

As depicted in the previous section, MCFI is adopted to
predict an estimated reference frame {X̂L

LF }
˜R during the 3-D

dictionaries learning procedure. In MCFI, the quality of an
interpolated frame is mainly dependent on how to estimate
accurate motion trajectories through the interpolated frame and
how to merge motion compensated blocks without unnatural
artifacts.

Let fn−1, fn, and fn+1 denote the preceding frame, the
intermediate reference frame, and the following frame, respec-
tively. To find motion vectors, hierarchical bidirectional motion
estimation (ME) [26] is employed in alignment with adaptive
overlapped block motion compensation (AOBMC) that can
control the weights of overlapping windows according to the
reliability of the neighboring motion vectors [27], as shown
in Fig. 10.

1) Hierarchical Motion Estimation: Let s be a 2-D vector
to represent a pixel location, and let v denote a candidate
forward motion vector for an M ×M matching block Bi,j . For
each candidate motion vector v in block matching based ME,
we compute the sum of absolute differences (SAD). When
the forward MVs for all the M × M blocks are attained, we
allocate each MV for the M × M block to its subordinate
L × L sub-blocks (M = 16 and L = 4 in this paper). A local
motion estimation is performed with a smaller search window
for each L×L sub-block around the selected MV. In this way,
the forward MVs for all the L×L sub-blocks {ν} are obtained
through hierarchical ME. Similarly, the backward MVs could
be acquired.

2) Bidirectional OBMC Using Adaptive Window: To re-
duce an artifact, OBMC [28] was developed where a block MV
is applied to its neighboring blocks by a weighting window. To
be concrete, the pixel fn(s) in an L×L block Si,j is predicted
using the MVs of the block itself, the top neighbor block
Si−1,j , the bottom neighbor block Si+1,j , the left neighbor block
Si,j−1, the right neighbor block Si,j+1

fn(s) =
1∑

p=−1

1∑
q=−1

wp,q(s)fn−1(s + νi+p,j+q) (13)

where νi+p,j+q denotes the MV of block Si+p,j+q and wp,q(s)
is the corresponding weighting coefficient that satisfies∑1

p=−1

∑1
q=−1 wp,q(s) = 1. wp,q(s) is determined by the rel-

ative position of s within Si,j .
If adjacent blocks exist in substantially different motions,

OBMC would yield blurring or over-smoothing artifacts since
the weighting coefficients are determined only by the relative
distances of the pixels within the block. To overcome the
disadvantage, the reliability of the neighboring MV νi+p,j+q

for predicting the current block Si,j is defined as

�Si,j
(νi+p,j+q) =

SAD(Si,j, νi,j)

SAD(Si,j, νi+p,j+q)
. (14)
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Fig. 10. Overview of the MCFI operation.

Fig. 11. Illustration showing how a high-frequency primitive patch is generated.

Note that νi,j is the estimated MV to minimize SAD(Si,j, ν);
therefore, we have 0 ≤ �Si,j

(νi+p,j+q) ≤ 1. As �Si,j
(νi+p,j+q)

gets more closer to 1, the neighboring MV νi+p,j+q are more
reliable to compensate the current block Si,j .

Using the reliability, the weighting coefficients wp,q(s) in
(13) are modified as

ŵp,q(s) =
�Si,j

(νi+p,j+q)wp,q(s)∑1
s=−1

∑1
t=−1 �Si,j

(νi+s,j+t)ws,t(s)
. (15)

The coefficients are proportional to the reliability of corre-
sponding neighbor motion vector �Si,j

(νi+p,j+q).
When substituting ŵp,q(s) in (13), we can get the motion-

compensated pixels of fn from the forward MVs from fn−1.
Likewise, the backward motion-compensated values of fn can
be acquired by the backward MVs of fn+1. Among the two
directional MVs of each block Si,j , the one for a smaller SAD

is chosen as the optimum for the block.

D. Synthesis Phase

By a set of 2-D subdictionary primitive pairs {T i
l , T

i
h}i and

3-D nonprimitive volume dictionary pair {TL, TH } after the
learning phase, the synthesis phase could be enabled.

If an LF patch fl is located in the primitive layer of ẐL
LFi

,
its feature value could be obtained by the orientation and
scale. The optimal subdictionary pair {T i

l , T
i
h} that is most

relevant to the primitive patch fl would be selected. Here,
the selected subdictionary could be thought of as composed
of primitive patches of the same orientation and scale as fl.
In turn, synthesizing the corresponding HF primitive patch
fh is addressed and illustrated in Fig. 11. First, the sparsest
representation of fl should be found by the formulation

min ‖α‖0 s.t. ‖T i
l α − fl‖2

2 ≤ ε (16)

where T i
l ∈ Rm×k with m � k, and fl ∈ Rm. It is an NP-hard

problem and can be fortunately recovered by solving an l1-
norm minimization problem as long as the desired coefficients
α are sufficient sparse [29]

min ‖α‖1 s.t. ‖T i
l α − fl‖2

2 ≤ ε. (17)

Using lagrange multipliers, we can reformulate (17) as

min λ‖α‖1 + ‖T i
l α − fl‖2

2. (18)

Theoretically, (18) is an l1-regularized least-squares (LS)
problem called LASSO, where λ > 0 is a tradeoff parameter
between sparsity and fidelity. This optimization always has
a solution, but it need not be unique. As λ → 0, the
limiting point has the minimum l1 norm among all points
that satisfy ‖T i

l α − fl‖2
2 = 0, which leads to high fidelity.

Moreover, as λ → ∞, λ‖α‖1 is the dominant item in (18),
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Fig. 12. (a) Manifolds formed by LF and HF primitive patches. (b) x-axis is the reconstruction error and the y-axis is the percentage of the test data whose
reconstruction errors are smaller than a given e

h
.

Fig. 13. Experimental results on Butterfly and Girl with a magnification
factor 3. (a), (d) Yang’s method [14]. (b), (e) Proposed scheme. (c), (f) Original
high-resolution image. (a) PSNR: 25.93 dB. (b) PSNR: 27.56 dB. (c) Original
image. (d) PSNR: 30.91 dB. (e) PSNR: 31.75 dB. (f) Original image.

it requires more consideration on the sparsity of α. However,
the convergence occurs for a finite value of λmax = ‖2T i

l

T
fl‖∞,

which means that the optimal solution of α is
−→
0 for any

λ ≥ λmax. To simultaneously achieve sparse representation
and ensure fidelity, the regularization parameter λ is always
set in [0.01λmax, 0.1λmax]. This nonlinear convex optimization
problem can be solved efficiently by a variety of methods
[30], [31]. In the following experiments, a software packet
SparseLab [32] is adopted to find the coefficients α.

If attaining optimal α by solving (18), the corresponding HR
primitive patch fh can be acquired by the linear combination
of columns in T i

h using α as the coefficients: fh = T i
hα.

If an LF patch in ẐL
LFi

is located in the nonprimitive coarse
layer, we get the corresponding patch of the estimated refer-
ence frame from the MCFI algorithm. These two relevant LF
patches would be concatenated as a LF volume. Synthesizing
the corresponding HF volume is similar to synthesizing a HF

primitive patch, but with the 3-D dictionary pair {TL, TH }
and volumes instead of 2-D subdictionary pair {T i

l , T
i
h} and

primitive patches.

E. Discussion on Sparse Representation Priors

As shown before, we classify each frame into three layers
and different sparse representation priors are used in different
layers. In detail, the HR patch corresponding to an LR patch
in the nonprimitive smooth layer is obtained by a linear
interpolation method (e.g., bicubic), the HR primitive patch
corresponding to an LR primitive patch is synthesized via the
adaptive 2-D sparse representation prior, and the remaining
part in the nonprimitive coarse layer with more energy is gen-
erated with 3-D spatio-temporal sparse representation along
the elegant motion trajectory.

To validate it over primitive prior, we illustrate the mani-
folds H and L formed by the HF and LF primitive patches
through experiments. As shown in Fig. 12(a), each patch can
be considered as a sample from its corresponding manifold
where x

i
, x

j
, x

k
are samples from L and their corresponding

samples in H are y
i
, y

j
, y

k
. It is noted that x

i
can be rep-

resented as a linear weights of the samples in L, that is :
x

i
=

∑
xm ∈L

w
imx

m
. The reconstruction of y

i
could be written as

y
′
i

=
∑

ym ∈H

w
imy

m
. To demonstrate how well the HF primitive

patch is inferred from the corresponding LF patch, we define
the reconstruction error: e

h
= ‖y′

i
− y

i
‖/‖y

i
‖. The experiments

are made on 10 video sequences of 16 frames with three
key frames and 1000 test primitive samples are randomly
sampled from each key frame. After the learning phase, we
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Fig. 14. Performance comparison between the proposed scheme and 2-D sparse representations only. (a) Foreman. (b) Hall. (c) Highway. (d) Akiyo.

get a set of subdictionaries. The final curve as the average
result of 10 test sequences is plotted in Fig. 12. It can be
observed that the reconstruction errors e

h
of 90% HF primitive

patches are less than 20%. It can be comprehended that the
reconstructed patches are close enough to their corresponding
real patches, and the HR frame primitive patches can be
efficiently synthesized from their corresponding LR ones via
the 2-D sparse representation prior.

To further validate the efficiency of sparse representation
on primitive patches over adaptively selected subdictionary,
Fig. 13 gives the visual comparison of the proposed scheme
versus the recent approach [14] where randomly selected
images patches are collected to learn a universal LR/HR
dictionary pair. In the proposed scheme, only the primitive
patches are used to learn a set of subdictionary pairs. It can
be observed that the reconstructed edges by [14] are relatively
smooth and some structures are not recovered.

To validate the efficiency of 3-D sparse representation on the
nonprimitive coarse layer, we make experiments via both the
proposed scheme and only 2-D sparse representations on prim-
itive patches. Fig. 14 shows that the performance gain achieved
is very noticeable because the 3-D sparse representations could
explore the spatio-temporal consistency in video sequence.

On the other hand, previous research on nature image
statistics [21] shows that the intrinsic dimensionality of image
primitives is very low. This means that primitive patches have
more sparse representation structures over dictionary and make
it possible to represent each primitive by a small subdictionary
of the same structure feature. The nonprimitive volumes are

consistent along the motion trajectory in the temporal di-
mension and have little structure information, which makes
more sparse representations over a learned 3-D spatio-temporal
dictionary.

IV. Experimental Results

In the experiments, all the test sequences are with the YUV
4:2:0 format, 30-Hz frame rate, a GOP size of 16 frames. They
are composed of CIF (352 × 288) and SDTV (832 × 480)
resolution with a variety of motion activities: Foreman, Hall,
Highway, Akiyo, Waterfall, News, Mobile, and Basketball.
Given an original sequence, we select successive frames as
the KFs in a GOP and down-sample other frames in a ratio
2 as the NKFs. The KFs would be coded by the H.264/AVC
engine as the “IPP · · · ” order and the remaining NKFs are
coded as the “IBBPBBP · · · ” order in a low bit-rate range.
The KFs in both current GOP and next GOP are used to
learn dictionary pairs for the continuity of successive frames.
With the decoded low-resolution NKFs and corresponding 2-D
and 3-D dictionary pairs, the high-resolution version of NKFs
would be recovered by the proposed learning-based super-
resolution algorithm. The 13 × 13 patch size in 2-D sparse
representation and 7×7 volume size (spatial dimension) in 3-
D sparse representation are enabled. At the decoder, the KFs
are used to learn both the 2-D and 3-D dictionary pairs. The
overall bit rate of the proposed scheme is kept consist with
H.264/AVC and we validate both the objective (PSNR, rate-
distortion, BD-bitrate) and the visual quality, e.g., structural
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Fig. 15. PSNR behavior of the 3-D sparse representations with different numbers of key frames. (a) PSNR comparison of Foreman and Akiyo. (b) PSNR
comparison of News and Waterfall. (c) R-D performance of 3-D sparse representation with different numbers of key frames over the Foreman sequence.

similarity index metrics (SSIM) and difference mean opinion
score (DMOS).

Figs. 15 and 16 describe the both PSNR (R-D performance)
and SSIM impact on 3-D sparse representation with different
depths of 3-D atoms (the number of key frames). When
using different number of key frames, the estimated reference
frame is interpolated from the different number of neighbor
frames. When there exist more key frames in a GOP, the
high-resolution key frames can only be encoded at a low
bit rate because the total bit rate is fixed. Thus, it would
degrade the synthesis reconstruction. On the other hand, when
the number of key frames is reduced, the estimated reference
frame would be distorted. Thus, it would lead to low-quality
dictionaries. We can conclude that the number of key frames
in the proposed scheme would maintain a tradeoff between
reliable dictionary and high-fidelity encoding. It can be seen
that the optimal point is commonly located at three key frames
in a GOP, and it would be set in the following experiments.

Figs. 17 and 18, respectively, compare PSNR and SSIM
between the proposed video compression scheme and
H.264/AVC, where the overall bit rate is 201.5 kb/s for the
Foreman sequence, 204.5 kb/s for the Akiyo sequence, 248.8
kb/s for the News sequence, and 213.9 kb/s for the Waterfall
sequence, respectively.

The SSIM metric has been shown to be able to catch
the local statistical characteristic of signals and to tune with
human perception better than PSNR under lots of situations. It
concentrates on the distortion of structural content and is very
sensitive to any artifacts introduced into the distorted image
[33]. Hence, it is suitable for evaluating the smoothness of
the reconstructed sequence and detecting the artifacts that may
cause spatial-temporal inconsistency. SSIM is calculated block
by block and defined as

SSIM =
(2μI1μI2 + C1)(2σI1I2 + C2)

(μ2
I1

+ μ2
I2

+ C1)(σ2
I1

+ σ2
I2

+ C2)
(19)
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Fig. 16. SSIM behavior of the 3-D sparse representations with different numbers of key frames. (a) SSIM comparison of Foreman and Akiyo. (b) SSIM
comparison of News and Waterfall.

Fig. 17. PSNR results of the test sequences. (a) Foreman: 201.5 kb/s. (b) Akiyo: 204.5 kb/s. (c) News: 248.8kb/s. (d) Waterfall: 213.9kb/s.
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Fig. 18. SSIM results of the test sequences. (a) Foreman: 201.5 kb/s. (b) Akiyo: 204.5 kb/s. (c) News: 248.8 kb/s. (d) Waterfall: 213.9 kb/s.

where I1 and I2 denote the two images to compare, μ is
the mean value and σ denotes the variance or covariance,
while C1 and C2 are two variables to stabilize the division
with weak denominator. From Figs. 17 and 18, we find that
the proposed scheme not only ensures the visual quality
of the decoded result, but also is competitive in pixel-wise
reconstruction precision. We further test the Mobile sequence
with intensive motion and the Basketball sequence at 832×480
resolution in Fig. 19. As a result, we can infer that the
proposed coding scheme benefits more when the test sequence
owns a smooth temporal structure. From Fig. 19(a) where the
test Mobile sequence features scene movement it could be
seen that the average quality (PSNR) of the proposed scheme
and H.264/AVC, respectively, is 25.71dB and 25.55dB. More
evaluations on different resolutions (Basketball sequence with
832×480 resolution) and longer sequences (Foreman sequence
with 144 frames) have been provided in Fig. 19(b) and (c).

We evaluate the proposed scheme with the state-of-the-art
video super-resolution (SR) algorithm, e.g., down-sampling
based video coding algorithm (DBC) [2]. The image-based
super-resolution algorithm [14] is absorbed in the video SR
with 2-D dictionaries for comparison. Fig. 20 and Table II
show that the proposed scheme could achieve up to a 2-dB
coding gain in PSNR and SSIM within low bit-rate region.

Fig. 21 shows the visual effects comparison of the decoded
results between H.264/AVC and the proposed approach. The
overall bit rate of the six CIF sequences Foreman, Hall,
Highway, Akiyo, News, and Waterfall are 169.4 kb/s, 168.3
kb/s, 126.6 kb/s, 132.9 kb/s, 197.0 kb/s, and 213.9 kb/s,

respectively. It is obvious that the proposed compression
framework can obtain better subjective performance than the
traditional H.264/AVC approach. We also adopt the DMOS
matrix as a measurement of visual quality. The fitted curves
of objective metrics (PSNR and SSIM) versus DMOS can
be illustrated in the form of logistic function [34]. Human
observers were asked to provide their perception of quality on
a continuous linear scale and a nonlinear mapping between
the objective and subjective scores is fitted with the form
of logistic function. Smaller DMOS scores indicate that the
processed images have better visual perception

Quality(x) = β1logistic(β2, (x − β3)) + β4x + β5

logistic(τ, x) =
1

2
− 1

1 + eτx

(20)

where Quality(·) could describe the DMOS scores and x

denotes either SSIM or PSNR. The database of subjective
quality assessment is acquired from [35] and we can obtain the
parameters of mapping functions. In alignment with the PSNR
and SSIM values of the test sequences, the corresponding
DMOS scores are also shown in Table II.

To evaluate the coding efficiency of the proposed video
compression scheme more precisely, the BD-PSNR [36] is
adopted based on the rate-distortion curve fitting. The BD-
PSNR indicates the average PSNR difference in decibels over
the whole range of test bit rates, which is calculated as

BD − PSNR =

(∫ rH

rL

(D2(r) − D1(r)) dr

)
/ (rH − rL) (21)
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Fig. 19. PSNR behavior of the proposed scheme over test sequences with more conditions. (a) Mobile (352 × 288): 382.9 kb/s. (b) Basketball(832 × 480):
897.5 kb/s. (c) Foreman: (352 × 288): 201.5 kb/s.
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Fig. 20. Rate-distortion performance comparison of the test sequences foreman cif , hall cif , highway cif , akiyo cif , news cif , and waterfall cif .
(a) Foreman sequence. (b) Hall sequence. (c) Highway sequence. (d) Akiyo sequence. (e) News sequence. (f) Waterfall sequence.

where D1(r) and D2(r) are two R-D curves that, respectively,
represent the reconstructed distortions (PSNR) of the reference
and the test video sequences approximated by a third-order
logarithmic polynomial as

DPSNR = D(r) = a0r
3 + a1r

2 + a2r + a3 (22)

and r = log R represents the logarithm of the output bit
rate, so that rH and rL in (21) are the logarithmic forms of
RH and RL that bound the bit-rate range of coding results
of two fitted R–D curves, a0, · · · , a3 are the parameters of
fitting logarithmic polynomial R–D curves. An inverse process
that fits the interpolation to find bit rate as a function of
PSNR as D

†
bit−rate = D†(PSNR) = a0PSNR3 + a1PSNR2 +

a2PSNR + a3 can be used to find BD-Bitrate. The BD-
PSNR and BD-Bitrate comparison of the proposed scheme
versus H.264/AVC are shown in Table III, as well as the

average complexity and the runtime. The experiments are
operated by MATLAB on a PC with 3.0GHz dual-core CPU
and 4G RAM, and it is evaluated by the decoding pixels
per second(pel/s). The total bit rate declines and the entire
complexity could be tuned to an acceptable level by a further
optimization.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a sparse spatio-temporal rep-
resentation with adaptive regularized dictionary learning for
low bit-rate video coding. It acted in a reversed-complexity
Wyner–Ziv coding manner, where a subset of key frames serve
as a training dataset at the decoder side, while the remaining
frames are coded at low resolution. Specifically, a video frame
was divided into three layers: a primitive layer, a nonprimitive
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TABLE II

Coding Performance of the Proposed Scheme versus Other

Algorithms in PSNR, SSIM, and DMOS

PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of Foreman CIF
Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 169.4 201.5 320.3 363.0

PSNR (dB) H.264 30.393 31.815 34.542 35.104
DBC [2] 29.617 30.354 32.157 32.547
2-D [14] 28.609 28.991 29.572 29.833
Proposed 31.739 32.578 33.803 34.489

SSIM H.264 0.845 0.868 0.908 0.915
DBC [2] 0.835 0.850 0.880 0.889
2-D [14] 0.827 0.837 0.852 0.858
Proposed 0.869 0.883 0.900 0.910

DMOS H.264 40.6720 37.0609 30.8850 29.8757
DBC [2] 41.9702 40.6769 35.2771 33.8610
2-D [14] 43.3724 41.8917 39.5851 38.6430
Proposed 36.9024 34.6917 32.0713 30.5936

PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of Hall CIF
Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 168.3 241.7 302.0 370.9

PSNR (dB) H.264 32.189 35.035 36.012 36.992
DBC [2] 30.787 31.766 32.251 33.369
2-D [14] 27.264 27.769 27.993 28.159
Proposed 33.051 34.841 35.476 35.801

SSIM H.264 0.914 0.939 0.944 0.948
DBC [2] 0.910 0.925 0.932 0.935
2-D [14] 0.856 0.863 0.866 0.869
Proposed 0.921 0.934 0.939 0.942

DMOS H.264 30.0180 26.6762 26.0664 25.5936
DBC [2] 33.0658 31.9552 30.9193 30.3895
2-D [14] 38.9579 37.8531 37.3779 36.9024
Proposed 29.0360 27.3064 26.6762 26.3078
PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of Highway CIF

Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 126.6 154.6 199.5 297.8
PSNR (dB) H.264 34.768 35.986 37.045 38.502

DBC [2] 33.569 34.021 34.271 35.247
2-D [14] 32.102 32.312 32.544 32.808
Proposed 35.748 36.211 36.705 37.400

SSIM H.264 0.903 0.914 0.922 0.934
DBC [2] 0.891 0.897 0.902 0.913
2-D [14] 0.883 0.884 0.889 0.894
Proposed 0.915 0.917 0.923 0.930

DMOS H.264 31.6236 30.0180 28.8985 27.3064
DBC [2] 32.6783 31.9484 31.2902 30.2167
2-D [14] 34.6917 34.5350 33.7558 32.9849
Proposed 29.8757 29.5931 28.7617 27.8248

PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of Akiyo CIF
Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 132.9 204.5 241.7 342.4

PSNR (dB) H.264 34.791 38.784 40.078 42.125
DBC [2] 33.928 37.531 38.932 40.684
2-D [14] 32.196 33.077 33.300 33.709
Proposed 37.106 39.607 40.358 41.764

SSIM H.264 0.934 0.963 0.969 0.976
DBC [2] 0.923 0.955 0.962 0.971
2-D [14] 0.913 0.924 0.925 0.930
Proposed 0.954 0.968 0.971 0.977

DMOS H.264 27.3064 23.9409 23.3331 22.6620
DBC [2] 28.1860 26.0653 24.5751 23.2112
2-D [14] 30.1610 28.6256 28.4903 27.8248
Proposed 24.9096 23.4323 23.1372 22.5694

PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of News CIF
Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 197.0 248.8 293.0 356.2

PSNR (dB) H.264 32.822 34.773 36.086 37.812
DBC [2] 31.520 32.939 33.695 34.797
2-D [14] 28.481 28.910 29.197 29.471
Proposed 33.879 35.446 36.083 37.193

SSIM H.264 0.922 0.942 0.952 0.963
DBC [2] 0.901 0.921 0.929 0.942
2-D [14] 0.881 0.889 0.891 0.895
Proposed 0.936 0.948 0.953 0.960

DMOS H.264 28.8985 26.3078 25.1342 23.9409
DBC [2] 29.7194 28.5056 26.9817 26.2895
2-D [14] 35.0057 33.7558 33.4464 32.8318
Proposed 27.0519 25.5936 25.0215 24.2561
PSNR, SSIM and DMOS of Waterfall CIF

Metrics Bit Rate (kb/s) 213.9 303.8 405.2 521.2
PSNR (dB) H.264 29.516 31.434 32.728 34.567

DBC [2] 28.705 29.811 30.908 31.598
2-D [14] 28.379 29.081 29.443 29.863
Proposed 30.471 31.969 33.014 34.106

SSIM H.264 0.733 0.816 0.862 0.911
DBC [2] 0.693 0.749 0.807 0.837
2-D [14] 0.748 0.794 0.813 0.832
Proposed 0.779 0.841 0.873 0.902

DMOS H.264 53.6157 44.9314 38.0113 30.4488
DBC [2] 56.2183 52.3926 46.0231 41.2370
2-D [14] 52.4575 47.7841 45.3422 42.6388
Proposed 49.5028 41.2853 36.2686 31.7730

TABLE III

BD-PSNR and BD-Bit Rate Comparison of the Proposed Scheme

versus H.264/AVC, As Well As the Average Complexity (pel/s)

and the Runtime of the Proposed Scheme

Sequences Foreman Hall Highway Akiyo News Waterfall
BD-PSNR (dB) 0.052 −0.215 −0.215 0.777 0.356 0.405

BD-Bit Rate (%) 3.019 10.696 7.320 −7.952 −4.742 −7.193
Complexity (pel/s) 253.44 235.76 307.20 239.09 266.78 72.41
Runtime (s/frame) 400.3 429.8 327.7 424.0 377.2 1401.1

Fig. 21. Visual comparison between the proposed scheme and H.264/AVC.
From left to right: original, H.264/AVC, and the propose scheme.

coarse layer, and a nonprimitive smooth layer. To make the
invertible reconstruction possible in a differential scale-space,
it was optimized by constructing a sparse representation of 2-D
patches and 3-D volumes over adaptive regularized dictionary
learning: a set of 2-D subdictionary pairs trained from prim-
itive patches and a 3-D dictionary trained from nonprimitive
volumes. Various sets of low-resolution or high-resolution
subdictionary pairs from the primitive patches were learned,
while the 3-D LF and HF dictionary pairs were generated
from motion-compensated frame interpolation and the K-SVD
algorithm for optimal sparse representation and convergence.
The lost high-frequency information of the non-key frames
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can be synthesized over the adaptive regularized dictionaries.
The final high-resolution frames can be acquired by combining
all the high-frequency frames and low-frequency frames. It is
superior to H.264 in terms of both objective and subjective
comparisons, especially in low bit-rate regions.
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